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I
David Sanford says a great many things in his paper.1A reply that included
everything I wanted to say in response would be many times longer than his
paper.I must thereforebe selective.
I begin with his contentionthat the Special CompositionQuestion (SCQ) is
an impossible question.Well, perhapsso. In MaterialBeings (p. 68), I conceded
that it might have no answerthat anybodybut God could know. I suppose that a
question that had no answer that anybody but God could know could appropriately be describedas an impossible question.But I don't see any reason to think
that the SCQ is in fact impossible. The question whetherthe 10100thdigit in the
binaryexpansionof 7cis '0' or '1' is an "impossible"question(althoughit is perfectly meaningfuland God knows the answerto it), and I have good reasons for
thinking that it is, reasons that will be immediately evident to the numerate.
When I examine SCQ, however, I find no reason to think that it is impossible.
Probablythe best way to find out whetherit was impossible would be to try to
answerit and see what happened-a projectthatI, of course, recommend.
Secondly, I want to say somethingabout "naivemereology"and the transitivity of parthood.2(I am not going to discuss Sanford's attemptto underminehis
readers'confidencein the principlethatmutualparthoodentails identity.I am not
going to do this because examples drawnfrom literaryfantasyare essentialto his
argument,and, in my view, one may not use examplesfrom fantasyin conceptual
investigations.The reason is simple: the authorof a fantasy has the power to
confer "truthin the story"on known conceptualfalsehoods.I could, for example,
write a fantasyin which there were two mountainsthat touchedat theirbases but
did not surrounda valley. A fortiori, the authorof a fantasy has the power to
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confer truthin the story on a propositionsuch that it is a controversialphilosophical question whetherthat propositionis a conceptualfalsehood.) Sanford suggests thatthe existence of an official "partslist" with forty-oneentriesestablishes
thata certainlawn-sprinklerhas, in the naive or everydayunderstandingof 'part',
exactly forty-one parts. Since at least some of these forty-one parts themselves
have properparts,and since no two of the forty-oneoverlap,3it follows thatparthood-according to the naive or everyday understandingof parthood-is not a
transitiverelation.(Since Sanford'sargumentis for a conceptualor logical point,I
will grant for the sake of argumentthat, contraryto the theory of composite
materialobjects I have defended in Material Beings, the lawn-sprinklerand the
forty-oneitems in the partslist exist-and thatat least some of the forty-oneitems
have smallermanufactureditems as parts.)
In my view, this is not a cogent argument.I do not say this because of some
antipathyto ordinaryusage. According to Sanford, I share with Lejewski "an
inclinationto distance [myself] from actualdiscourse."I am reluctantto admitto
the inclinationthat I have been chargedwith, althoughI am not sure what "distancing oneself from actual discourse"is. I certainlythink that actual discourse
about parts and wholes provides indispensabledata for philosophicaltheorizing
aboutpartsand wholes, and I like to thinkthat I am very sensitive to the features
of actualdiscourse.But this is not Oxford and the year is not 1952. (As Sanford
says, things were differentthen.) We know more abouthow to interrogateactual
discoursethanthe dons of yore knew. We have learnedthatthe fact thata form of
words is "odd"or "notwhat we should say" does not mean thatwhat it expresses
isn't true. We know that falsity and lack of meaningare not the only defects that
an utterancecan have. It would be odd to say, in conductingthe ordinarybusiness
of life, thatthe lawn-sprinklerhad a vast numberof partsthat weren't in the parts
list-unless perchance the parts list was annoyingly incomplete and one was
giving hyperbolicalvent to one's consequent frustration.That is, "This lawnsprinklerhas a vast numberof partsthat aren'tin the partslist" would be an odd
utterance.Given thatthe parts-listis in order,then, to adoptthe idiom of the dons
of yore, the quotedsentenceis "notwhat we shouldsay";it is somethingthat"one
could say only as a joke." Nevertheless, what the sentence expresses is true.4
Furthermore,since we are not here engaged in the ordinarybusiness of life-we
are now in what David Lewis calls the philosophyroom, and here, owing to differences between the aims of philosophicaldiscourse and the aims of everyday
discourse, a different set of conventions and tacit understandingsis in force-I
can say it and my saying it is not odd and I am not makinga joke. And I do say it:
the lawn-sprinklerhas a vast number of parts that are not in the parts list.
Moreover,when I say this, I am using the word 'part'in no technical sense (as I
probablyshouldbe if I said thatthe lawn-sprinklerwas a partof itself) but simply
in its ordinarysense.5This is prettyevident when you thinkaboutit. Supposethat
all of the forty-oneitems in the partslist were manufacturedin the USA. Does it
follow that-let us be carefulto use words only in their everyday senses-every
partof the lawn sprinklerwas manufacturedin the USA? Imaginethe manufac-
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turersaying, "I concede that the whicket wheel and the sprizzernozzle and all of
the grommet caps were made in Japan. But these are not parts of the lawnsprinkler.They are partsof partsof the sprinkler,true.But if you just consult the
partslist, you'll see that every partof the sprinkler-all forty-oneof them-was
made in the good old USA." A partslist is, for goodness sake, a complete list of
parts of a certain sort. (I'm not much of a frequenter of hardware stores, but I

would venturea guess thatthe "sort"in questionis: "partthathas a serialnumber
assigned by the manufacturerand can be purchasedas a separateitem.")And the
sprinklerhas plenty of other partsin the everyday sense of 'part'. Among them
are not only manufacturedthings like the sprizzernozzle and the grommetcaps,
but quarksand electronsas well. This is proved by the fact that a lawn sprinkler
is, in the everyday sense of 'composed entirelyof', composed entirelyof quarks
and electrons,and 'composed entirelyof' and 'part' are conceptuallyconnected:
somethingcan be composed entirelyof quarksand electronsonly if it has quarks
andelectronsas parts.6
II
The difficulty that Sanfordraises for my solution to the Problemof the Many is,
I think, a real one. I say "I think"because (a) I do not understandeverythinghe
says in his description of this difficulty (in particular,I have a great deal of
troublewith the sentence "Whenwe are at a complete loss to supply any reason
why we should or should not count a certain simple as completely caught up in
the life of Carter,it is no help to have continuum-manynumericalalternativesin
addition to 1 and 0"), and (b) there is a real difficulty in the vicinity. The real
difficulty is this: it seems absolutely incredibleto suppose that there could be a
simple that was caught up in Carter'slife to the degree tc/7and not to a degree
indexed by a numberthat differs from tc/7only afterthe billionthdecimal place.
And even if we permit only a finite number of "degrees,"it is still hard to
suppose that there are facts about the physical world that could make it the case
that a simple was caught up in Carter's life to some one of those degrees.
Suppose that we decide that there are twenty-threedegrees of "being caught up
in Carter'slife" 1' for simples fully caught up in his life, '23' for simples
outside his light-cone, and twenty-one "intermediate"degrees to cover the sorts
and conditionsof all other simples. Suppose that a certainsimple is caughtup in
Carter'slife to degree 16... .but can we plausibly suppose that?Is it at all plausible to suppose that the truth of such a supposition could supervene upon the
distributionof matterand radiationin space-time?I certainlyhave a hard time
regardingthis as plausible. (And there is a furtherdifficulty that faces anyone
who postulatesa finite numberof degrees: it is very hard to justify there being
any particularnumberof degrees. Why twenty-threedegrees? Why not twentytwo or thirty-four?)
This difficultyhas been raised,in more or less this form, by TerenceHorgan.7
I have attemptedto meet it by arguingthat essentially the same difficulty faces
anyone who employs concepts like "vagueness"or "matterof degree"-even the
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person who says such apparentlyinnocuousthings as 'If a currentlyliving adult
American male is 5' 11X" in height, there is no definite answer to the question
whetherhe is tall' or 'Being tall is a matterof degree'. I argued,in response to
Horgan,that the difficulty is inherentin the concepts of vagueness and degree,
and does not arise from the specific use I have made of these concepts in my
solution to the Problem of the Many. I speculatedthat if anyone could give a
coherent,generalaccountof vagueness and degree (and isn't it evident thatthese
are coherentconcepts?),this account would show or could be used to show that
the difficulty with which Horgan (and Sanford, if I have him right) has confrontedmy solution to the Problemof the Many can be surmounted.Here I will
mentiononly thatthis was my conclusion.I will not repeatmy arguments.8
At present no resolution of this difficulty is apparent.Or so I say. Sanford,
however, believes he has a way of resolving it. (Providedalways that I am right
in thinkingthat Sanfordand I are really thinkingaboutthe same difficulty.) As I
understandit, his resolution-which is outlinedin the paragraphin his paperthat
begins with the sentence 'I recommend super-values defined with respect to
fuzzy sets'-is confrontedwith a difficulty thatis hardlydifferentfrom the difficulty it is supposedto resolve. I say this because it seems evident to me that his
approachto the Problemof the Many encouragesus to-nay, demandsthat weanswer the unanswerablequestion, "Justexactly which of the admissible valuations of degree of parthoodof that simple is the least?"(Or, more precisely:Just
what, exactly, is the greatestlower bound of the set of admissible valuationsof
of degree of parthoodof that simple?) I will first argue that his approachconfrontsus with this question.I will then go on to explain why it is unanswerable.
My argumentdoes not depend on the least-numberprinciple. Nor does it
dependon any of the several analogousprinciplesthat apply to the real numbers,
of which the following schemais a representativeexample:
If x and y are real numbersand y > x and ...y.... then there is either a least
real number z ? x such that ... z... or a greatest real number z < y such that
...

..Z.

.

(In this schema, dots surroundinga variable representa sentence in which no
variableother than the displayedvariableis free.) This is well for my argument,
for both of these principlesare false. The least-numberprincipleis wrong for just
the reason Sanfordsays it is: it can fail in the case of vague predicates.(I prefer
to make this point in terms of predicates ratherthan properties,for there are
those who say that there are, strictly speaking, no vague propertiesbut only
vague predicates.) As for the schema, substitute the vague sentences 'it is
humanlypossible to specify y[z] in decimal notation' for '...y[z]...'; considerthe
case in which y is 1 andx is an irrationalless than 1-7c/7, say.9
My argumentdependsratheron the following principle:
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Every (non-empty)intervalon the real line that is boundedfrom below has
a greatestlower bound.10
This is one of the axioms that define the propertiesof the real numbers,and can
thereforehardly be regardedas controversial.In Sanford's example, there is a
certainparticlethat is to some degree caughtup in the life of Jimmy Carter-but
to what degree?In the example as Sanfordsets it up, all and only the numbersx,
0.3 < x < 1.0, are "admissible"answersto this question.In otherwords, the set of
what Sanfordcalls "admissiblevaluationsof degree"is the closed interval [0.3,
1.0] ("closed" in that it includes its end-points). The fact that the admissible
valuations of degree form an interval on the real line would not seem to be an
artifactof the particularexample. As I understandSanford'sproposal,for every
living thing x and every simple y, the admissible valuations of the degree to
which y is caughtup in the life of x will form an intervalon the real line. (It need
not be a closed interval.Perhapsit need not be a connectedinterval,need not be
"all in one piece," althoughthat possibility seems very counter-intuitive;but we
need not consider that possibility as a separate case, for the "greatestlower
bound" principle is easily extended so as to apply to the union of any set of
connected intervals.)It will, therefore,have a greatestlower bound, a particular
real number.But, surely, we want to say, the physical world (the distributionof
matterand radiationin space-time)and the meaning of the phrase 'caught up in
the life of' do not togethercarryenough informationto specify a particularreal
number.(Remember,a rule or procedurethat specifies a particularreal number
must rule out all of the numbersthat can be got by subtracting1 from any of the
digits "way out" in the decimal part of that number.) This difficulty is just
exactly the difficultythatfaces my "degreesof parthood"solutionto the Problem
of the Many. It looks equally formidablein its present form, and, therefore, I
cannot see thatSanford'sproposalis an advanceon mine.
It will do no good to try to evade this point by proposingthat sets of admissible valuationsbe fuzzy. (On the groundthatthe "greatestlower bound"principle
does not hold for fuzzy intervals.)For each fuzzy intervalon the real line F, there
is a unique classical interval containingjust those numbersthat belong to F to
any degree other than 0. And this classical interval(if it is boundedfrom below,
which it will be since all of its members will be greaterthan or equal to 0) will
have a greatestlower bound: a particularreal number,grinningresiduallyup at
us like the frog at the bottomof the beer mug.
Notes
1"TheProblem of the Many, Many Composition Questions, and Naive Mereology," Noas 27,
pp.219-228. The present paper draws on my oral response to the version of Sanford's paper that
was presentedat the Book Symposiumreferredto in n. 1 of his paper.
2Sanfordpays my knowledge of the byways of analyticalphilosophy an undeservedcompliment
when he says, "as [van Inwagen] knows, negotiations [sc., concerning the transitivityof parthood]
have been underwayfor some time."I was unawareof the paperby Rescher thathe cites.
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3Sanfordsays, "Partslists and van Inwagen agree thatpartsdo not overlap."(p. 221) This is not
a technically correctdescriptionof my position, which allows cases in which, for distinctx, y, and z,
x is a part of y and y is a part of z. In such cases, of course, z has parts that overlap. But let us say
that two objects properly overlap if they have common parts and neitheris a partof the other. Parts
lists and van Inwagen-if van Inwagenmay presumeto speak for partslists-agree thatpartsdo not
properlyoverlap.
4The same point applies to Rescher's organelle/organ example. Assume for the sake of
argument-contrary to the position taken in Material Beings-that there are, in the strict and
philosophical sense, organelles such as lysosomes and organs such as livers. Then a lysosome that is
a partof one of my liver cells is a partof my liver, whetheror not this is what a biologist would say.
If a biologist wouldn't say this-which is more than I know, althoughI am certainthat no biologist
would flatly and crudely deny it-, then this fact has some explanationother than that it is false that
a lysosome that is a partof one of my liver cells is a partof my liver.
5I agree with Sanfordthat there is a distinction in ordinaryEnglish between a mass-termand a
count-nounsense of 'part'. (This is my own descriptionof the distinction; it may be that Sanford
would not accept this descriptionof the distinction.) In this paper, it is my intention to use 'part'
only in the count-nounsense.
60ne other matter.Sanfordremarkson the unliklihoodthat my book should have produced"so
late in the day" the first conceptualanalysis that was both profoundand correct.I ought to point out
that I was not offering an analysis of compositionor any othermereologicalconcept. To attemptthat
would be to attemptto answer what I called the GeneralCompositionQuestion, which I confessed
was too hard for me. I attempted only the first question on the exam, the Special Composition
Question, which is, roughly, "Underwhat conditions does compositionoccur?"As I also remarked,
I am inclined to think that no analysis of composition is possible (other than a trivial analysis,
an analysis in terms of some other mereological term like 'part'), because I am inclined to think
that mereologicalterms like 'compose', 'part', 'sum', 'whole', 'fusion', 'overlap', and so on, form a
"mereologicalcircle"thatcannotbe brokeninto by analysis.
71n his contributionto the Book Symposium. Horgan's paper will be published in Philosophy
and PhenomenologicalResearch.
8See my reply to Horgan,also to appearin Philosophy and PhenomenologicalResearch.
91 am assuming that there are perfectly clear cases of rational numbers such that it is not
humanlypossible to specify them in decimal notation:for example, the numberwhose decimal part
is like It's for the first 10100places and consists of zeros thereafter.And I am assuming that there is
no sharpborderlinebetween the numbersthat it is humanly possible to specify in decimal notation
and those that it is not. The use of an irrationalnumberin the example is not essential to its point. A
rationalnumberthat it was (definitely) not humanly possible to specify in decimal notation would
have done as well.
10Thatis, if S is any non-emptyintervalon the real line, and if there is some numberthat is less
than any memberof S (if S is "boundedfrom below,") then there is a numberthat has the following
feature:it is either the least memberof S or the greatestnumberthat is less than every memberof S
(the "greatestlower bound"of S). A "non-emptyintervalon the real line" (strictly,a connectednonempty intervalon the real line) is a set thatis defined by two real numbers:it containsall the numbers
between its two "end-points,"and it may or may not containeitheror both of the end-points.

